1. **Question:** What are the licensing requirements for this project? Would a paving certification or Certified Underground Contractor license be acceptable?

   **Answer:** The contractor shall have a Minor Roads License for Broward County – Class B. The contractor or designated subcontractors shall have the necessary licenses to complete the other items within the bid (for example: Broward (FL) Underground Utility and Excavation Contractor License).

2. **Question:** Is there an engineer’s estimate.

   **Answer:** There is no Engineer’s estimate for this contract.

3. **Question:** There are references to “U-channel Post” to be furnished & installed. Do you have a height of the post[s]?  

   **Answer:** These are standard poles. I believe they are 12’ long. Must conform to Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) standards.

4. **Question:** #58, #59, #64 – all reference “F&I new misc. sign & U-channel post”: Are the signs to be Aluminum? Are they Reflective? Is there any idea as to the text/graphics?

   **Answer:** Materials and reflectivity should all match MUTCD standards. These are traffic signs.

5. **Question:** There are requests to removing existing posts. Are they to be removed from grass/dirt? Asphalt or concrete?

   **Answer:** Grass/dirt with very few exceptions.

6. **Question:** There are requests to “straighten” sign posts: Are these U-channel posts or wood posts?

   **Answer:** U channel posts.

7. **Question:** #65, #66, #67, #68 – can you please provide more information as to the type of posts these go on & if we could know where the street signs are.

   **Answer:** U channel posts. The signs are located throughout the Town of Southwest Ranches.

8. **Question:** Are the signs just signs, and not on any type of backer.

   **Answer:** Just the standard metal signs with appropriate reflective decals (MUTCD approved).
9. **Question:** What is the budgeted amount for the project?

**Answer:** The Town’s proposed budget for FY 2019 is $15,000 for Traffic Sign Maintenance and $130,000 for Roadway Repairs.